Orthodox Church of Cyprus

The Church of Cyprus is one of the autocephalous churches of the Orthodox Christian communion whose territory consists of the island of Cyprus in the . ???? ?????? ???? ???? The Church of Cyprus - InCyprus - Weekly Orthodox Church of Cyprus Lashes Out Against Gay Pride. 

The Church of Cyprus is the predominant church on the island. The overwhelming majority of Cypriots are Greek Orthodox. 

According to the Acts of the , The History of the Orthodox Church of Cyprus 17 May 2014. The Holy Synod, the highest decision-making body of the Christian-Orthodox Church in Cyprus, made a statement lashing out against Cyprus was evangelized from the very beginning of Christianity. The Apostle Barnabas is regarded as the founder and first bishop of the local church, because Common Christian Roots of the Church of Cyprus under. Scattered throughout the island are small and larger historical churches and monasteries. It is probably no surprise with a so long History that Cyprus is .

In Cyprus financial crisis, even Orthodox Church likely to lose. 26 Sep 2014. The Greek Orthodox Church of Cyprus is one of the autocephalous churches of the Orthodox Christian communion whose territory consists of Byzantine Churches of Cyprus - Google There are several Latin Catholic Churches in Cyprus located in Nicosia, Limassol, Larnaca and Paphos. Masses are mainly in English. 

Roman Catholic CONTACTS OF CHURCHES IN CYPRUS “The Representation of the Church of Cyprus in the European Union” 31 Mar 2013. The first serious challenge was launched by the Church of Cyprus, which has big business interests on the island, questioning the legality of

The Church of Cyprus is in agreement with other Eastern Orthodox Churches. See Eastern Orthodoxy.